EASILY HANDLES 1/4 MILE OF BARBED WIRE

Hydraulically rolls up used barbed wire
Allows for easy transport when recycling or disposing.

3 Point Hitch Model

WIRE WINDER
requires one hydraulic outlet
$1656.00

There may be an extra charge for more complex brackets
NOTE - If ordering for:
Quad Attach TV-140 add $180.00
Weldco Bealls & JCB add $284.00
Manitou, NH 5060, & Gael Telehandler add $520.00

* SPECIFY MAKE & MODEL OF LOADER WHEN ORDERING

HEAVILY DESIGNED
• Hydraulically driven spool
• Speed control
• Easily rolls 1/4 mile of used barbed wire
• Holder for new roll of wire

NEW***
HIGH TENSILE WIRE SPOOL
add $100.00

Prices Effective as of 7-18

Prices and Specifications may be subject to change without notice. Prices do not include shipping or setup.